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Local Talent:
Valerie Yong Ock Kim
Images from Hawai'i to Hollywood
and Back Again
Article by Denning Powell,
Photography by Val Kim
& Denning Powell
The artist at work.

Something about the Hāmākua Coast attracts creativity. That’s the working hypothesis,
anyway. Here’s yet another case in point: Val Kim, photographer, glass artist and
impressionist/abstractionist, on her wide-spiraling spiritual evolution in the visual arts.
Whether it’s about art or music or words, always an interesting question to ask a creative
person is: when did it all start? Val does some mental head scratching when asked
that… “Maybe the Brownie box camera that I ‘borrowed’ from my dad when I was about
seven and growing up on Oahu. I just loved catching my younger sister. Something about
freezing the moment… not just the person… the meaning of that moment.”
Val moved on pretty quickly from the 8-frame Brownie box to 36-frame film in a 35 mm
camera with exposure and shutter and focus controls; she did a show of her photo work in
Honolulu at age 22. But still, photography remained a sideline for a time, not a profession.
Then somewhere along the line in the 1970’s an early career in mental health counseling
at Queen’s on Oahu led to a scholarship-sponsored master’s degree in public health. At
that point creativity played another hand: her focus in the master’s program was the use of
media in mental health. This may have been the beginning, she suspects, of how she now
feels drawn into the connection between the state of the mind and how images are
perceived.
“I read a lot into an expression worn on the face, but I guess I look for internal meaning
even past that. I’m really sensitive to body language and other non-verbal cues.” Some of
this is cultural, or maybe even genetic, Val speculates. “I’m of Korean/Okinawan descent,
born and raised in Hawaii. And Asian cultures are typically less dependent on words -western auditory orientation -- and more on visual cues like body language and expression

– a much more visual orientation.”
The webpage “Hāpai” on her website www.vyok.com deals with incipient motherhood,
because “that’s a fundamental connection we all have… to each other… to another
generation… to futures and possibilities yet to be explored. And pregnancy is so
dynamic… as the body changes, so does the mind and soul.” Val tries to capture that in
her images. Her underwater camera work strikes an elemental chord: water is life, and to
see a pregnant tummy in the water makes a profound connection to life.

About-to-be mama in the ocean
Val wanted to direct movies at one time, and both wrote and directed a documentary
“Waging Peace” in 1988. This was back when Soviet-American relations (GorbachevReagan) were more productive than they are now, and a delegation of Soviet students
came to America as part of a good-will tour. In the process of turning all the tour video (16
mm actual film, remember that?) into a documentary, she ran into Jerry Weldon, a
professional film/video editor in LA who provided volunteer support. They married nine
years later.
On her webpage “People” the
images selected make us wonder
what’s behind the
expressions. Sometimes it’s
clear, but more often there is a
huge range of possibilities. Val
never asks people to smile when
she’s taking a photo: a smile may
be just “a window within a frame
that’s too fixed”. She likes
frameless, where the expression
is more nuanced. And ultimately
more meaningful, she believes.
In the 1990s and 2000’s, Val was
in the movie business -- a
Teamsters Local 399 location
manager in LA for feature films
such as Jurassic Park 3, the
Hulk, The Tempest, Hidalgo,
Pirates of the Caribbean.
Peekaboo!

And she got to hang out with some of the folks behind that imagery -- bumping elbows

with actors such as Glenn Close, Sean Connery, Johnny Depp; directors such as Ang Lee.
She even wrote a movie script about a fictional friend of 1930’s famous artist Georgia

O’Keefe. And of course, this movie experience meant yet deeper immersion in visual
imagery. It may have led to her experimentation in adding implied motion to images, either
photographically or digitally.
On her webpage “Elements
of Dreams”, Val diverges into
the abstract and
impressionistic, crafting
manipulated images,
because, well, that’s what
dreams are. Studying one of
the images before going to
sleep might inform your
subconscious about
something.
Lenticular mountain clouds
imitating seagulls.

Current work focus is
portraiture style, but not
always faces. Images can be
portraits, too, in the eye of
this artist. An intentionally
blurred image of a horse,
photographic unevenness
created by adjusting the light
coming through evenlyspaced trees, a portion of a
shadowed face in shades of
gray. All make portraits for
this photographer/artist.
Bucking horse.

Some of Val’s work is done on old-school film, some is modern digital. Lately, she is
moving into fritted-glass images. Fritted glass has been around in art since the ancient
Egyptians, but these days the glass frits are nano-sized glass particles in printer ink. A
specialty printer emplaces an image directly on a glass surface, which is then fired in a
specialty kiln so that the image actually becomes a part of the glass. Because the image is
transparent, it can be backlit, which brings out a whole new range of possibilities for artistic
imagery.

Image imbedded in glass.

On her webpage “Lightspeed”, Val includes a video that was part of her Maui exhibition. It
uses a mix of still images and manipulated or blurred ones to explore how people are tied
together through walls (i.e., the differences) that separate us. “I see lots of walls,” she
writes in the poetry of “Light Speed Matter”: “Between neighbors, between countries,
between political parties. People are ablaze with their beliefs as if survival depends upon
them.” But she adds: “The differences that separate people link us. We are tied to each
other by the walls that separate us.” An unflinchingly optimistic view of the future, for times
like these.
Val Kim’s story is a fascinating evolutionary journey: a young kid on Oahu with a camera,
taking different forks in the road, but always with some homing pigeon sense of where the
art wants her to go. And now, many years later, her creative home is Pa’auilo Mauka on
the Hāmākua Coast. Where she ends up when talking about that evolution is that “a
portrait can be a reminder of the myriad strings that connect us…”.
And speaking of strings, the
“Light Speed” webpage on
www.vyok.com has a link to
her fascinating “A Still
Place”. This video is a series
of interwoven images and
portraits, graced with
musical accompaniment by
a Hawaiian nose flute,
African dialect vocals, and
what sounds like Hawaiian
slack-key guitar. The video
thus nicely closes a circle of
connected strings, bringing
Val’s journey back to Hawaii
where it all started…
geographically, culturally,
spiritually.
Lightspeed, frozen.

Val Kim’s work can be found on these websites:
www.vyok.com
www.valyokim.com
www.torusgallery.com

SPECIAL EVENT!
Community "Clean-Up Day"
Saturday, May 29, 2021
(In honor of Dolores Ramos who cared so deeply for our communities.)
On the last Saturday in May, from 10 am to 3pm, we're encouraging our
members and friends in the Pa'auilo Mauka and Kalopa communities to
venture out onto our roads to collect trash, clear "blind-spots" and identify other
hazards that would help to make our community safer and more beautiful.

Save the date, and look for
more news on this event in coming weeks.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Next PMKCA Meeting
Thursday, July 8, 2021, 7PM PMKCA Board of Directors Meeting
(Probably by Zoom Videoconference. (Contact a Board member for details.)
We continue to work at the Board and committee level on behalf of our
communities. If you have any interests or concerns, we encourage you to email
any Board member and to attend the July 8 Board meeting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THANK YOU, 2021 NEW & RETURNING
MEMBERS!
Many of you responded to our plea to renew your annual membership in PMKCA by
sending in your $20 dues (for 2021) by Paypal or by check. Mahalo!
If you haven't had the opportunity to join or renew for 2021, we encourage you to do so.
Your dues support our communities by funding projects and making contributions to other
local groups that serve our communities. Your dues are our primary source of these
necessary funds.

RENEW YOUR ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP IN PMKCA!
(It's easy to do - and easy to forget!)
You can find payment options, including an easy PayPal link, on our website,
www.PMKCA.org. Under "Home", click on "Membership/Dues".

Visit our website

